To Whom It May Concern,

Red Sun Wool Top Making is a Chinese company which was established in 2002, and since that time it has developed into a novel enterprise which integrates scouring, top making, carbonizing and trading. Our business model is strongly tiered to a quality product which can easily meet the exacting requirements of our spinning customers and beyond. With an annual capacity of 30,000 tons of greasy wool, we now stand as one of China’s leading Top makers.

Our ability to source the correct wools to produce our tops is critical to our business, so it is with much surprise that we hear reports that consideration in Australia is being given to some form of sale by description. We strongly support wool appraisal by our current skilled and knowledgeable exporter personnel. The risk to our company of not sourcing the correct components to make our wool tops is severe and would simply limit our usage of Australian wool, forcing us to buy from other origin which allows our representatives to inspect the wool sample.

We would expect common sense prevails on this very important point, so we can continue to buy Australia’s wool with our current confidence.

Regards

Yang Shao Wei
General Manager